The HR Internal
Consulting Skills Workshop
Building Business Partner and Internal Consulting Skills
The Internal Consulting Skills Workshop is a highly interactive, two-day seminar that provides
participants with skills and tools to enhance their impact as internal consultants.
Throughout the workshop, participants engage in discussions and exercises that incorporate their
work experiences, immediately applying what they learn. They have the opportunity to practice
new skills in role plays based on their own work challenges, and are provided with tipsheets,
diagnostic probes, a debriefing guide, and other tools they can use after the workshop.

Workshop Objectives
If your HR professionals are expected to be more consultative and strategic, less tactical and
transactional, and more valuable contributors to the organization, they need strong consulting
skills. The Workshop enables participants to:
• Conduct quick, effective situation assessments to clarify customer needs
• Establish clear, realistic expectations
• Anticipate and navigate organizational challenges and dynamics
• Build effective working relationships
• Constructively articulate their needs and perspective to ensure business results
• Develop and refine their consulting strategy

The workshop is conducted on-site at
your choice of location

Who Should Attend?
HR Professionals who work with internal customers (e.g., business leaders, line managers,
employees) to clarify needs and issues, help implement solutions, and move the organization
forward will benefit from this workshop. Participants are often in HRBP, L&D, talent
management, talent acquisition, compensation, and/or OD roles.
Due to the highly interactive nature
of the workshop, recommended class
size is 10 to 18 participants.

The HR Internal Consulting Skills Workshop
Our workshop is based on the following assumptions:
 The majority of learning takes place on the job – so the workshop is designed to
accelerate subsequent on-the-job learning and not simply provide information
 Real world experiences are a great source of learning – so participants bring in, reflect
upon, and discuss work experiences and challenges
 Practice is helpful – when it is relevant, guided, and safe – so we conduct roleplays using
participants’ real work experiences, at small tables rather than in front of the entire class,
and enable them to experience both the consultant and customer perspectives
 On-going learning is a key to future success – so we ensure participants develop a shared
“mental model” and language for discussing their consulting work; experience the power of
using each other as resources; and leave with a debriefing guide to continue learning
on-the-job

Thousands of HR Professionals Have Taken this Highly-Rated Workshop
“I was able to put what we learned to use immediately the very next day with a huge issue that was
visible all the way to the top of the company. This was a phenomenal class." –
Participant from an Insurance Company

"This was the best, most valuable and practical
session I attended in the last ten years."

"I walked away with new insights that I will
utilize on a daily basis.”

Participant from a Fortune 50 Company

Participant from a Consumer Products Company

"The content and facilitation was top notch. You
brought relevant examples and challenges to the
group that will be very helpful as we all try to
bring our consulting skill to the next level."

"This old dog has learned some new tricks. It is
easily the best program I have attended in many
years. I am going to send the rest of my generalists
as soon as possible."

Participant and Team Leader at a Financial Services Company

Senior HR leader who attended the workshop

"I continue to hear great things about the consulting skills sessions.
gOE is a wonderful group to partner with!" –
HR leader from a Fortune 100 company
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